entered the Empire.2 So many archaeologist have concluded that this evidence is completely irrelevant.3 I am not an archaeologist and I am not going to discuss the significance of grave goods. This paper will be concerned with literary sources and with the fact that there are dozens of passages in Roman authors which seem to assume that barbarians could be recognised by appearance, for instance length of hair, and shape of beard, as well as by dress, notably the wearing of trousers, and distinctive boots. To make a case that the barbarians were indeed so assimilated that they were indistinguishable from Romans you must disqualify all the literary evidence. Arguments can certainly be found which can be applied more or less plausibly to a large number of descriptions of barbarians to support the case that these descriptions are not to be taken at face value. I will return to these arguments later. Here there is not the space to look at the material as a whole and to discuss in every case whether a text describes a stereotype or the reality. Six examples will have to suffice. But I think that together they make a strong case that there was indeed such a thing a as habitus barbarus, and that in general barbarians could be distinguished from Romans by their outward appearance, even if Roman fashions were sometimes, and in some circumstances, adopted by barbarians and vice versa. My interpretation of the texts is argued in each case against that argued by von Rummel. This unfortunately
